Creepy, Scary Reading
Red Right Hand by Levi Black "Red Right Hand is a perfect blend of old-school horror and
modern storytelling sorcery. Levi Black is absolutely riveting!" --Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author of Predator One
The Hatching by Ezekiel Boone "...takes an impressively terrible doomsday scenario and adds spiders, making it one of the creepiest books of all time." —Tor Books
Highway to Hell by Max Braillier Can you survive the zombie apocalypse? In a horrific and hilarious cross-country road trip (or rather, suicide mission), you must overcome obstacles of every kind to save zombified America from utter collapse.
Dead Souls by J. Lincoln Fenn "Whether you call it grisly horror or macabre fiction, this book
is one of the scariest and best to come down the pike in ages. ” — Publishers Weekly
Ghostly: A Collection of Ghost Stories ed. by Audrey Niggenegger Showcases the
best of the best writers of classic and contemporary ghost stories, including Edith Wharton, P.G. Wodehouse, A.S. Byatt, Ray Bradbury, and many more.
Love Is Red by Sophie Jaff “The excitement (and there’s plenty of it) comes from
the serial killer’s creepy, second-person accounts of his moves and from watching
the cat-and-mouse game with Katherine.… Frightening.” — Booklist
Children of the Dark by Jonathan Janz “With...a recently awakened ancient evil, a boatload of blood, ...and fleshed-out characters, this original work exudes that classic horror feel. A
perfect choice for those missing old-school Stephen King. "― Library Journal
I Am Providence by Nick Mamatas An author's murder during an H. P. Lovecraft
fan convention reveals dark secrets beneath the printed page in this biting murdermystery satire.
No One Gets Out Alive by Adam Nevill A cold, merciless, fear-inducing nightmare to
the last page. A word of caution, don't read this one in the dark.
Cat Out of Hell by Lynne Truss “Truss brings an eerie, 19th-century kind of horror
into the present-day world.” — The Guardian (UK)
The Devil’s Evidence by Simon Unsworth Thomas Fool—the resilient investigator
doomed to catalog Hell’s atrocities in Simon Kurt Unsworth’s stunning debut, The Devil’s
Detective—is back [and] is now in command of the Information Office of Hell.
Positive by David Wellington The acclaimed author of Chimera and The Hydra Protocol delivers his spectacular breakout novel—an entertaining, page-turning zombie epic

